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Abstract—It is witnessed that blockchain technology has been
widely studied in Internet of Things (IoT) applications due to its
decentralized tamper-resistance. Meanwhile, satellite-based IoT
(S-IoT) becomes popular and has been regarded as a potential
solution of the scalability due to its ubiquitous coverage inherited
from satellites. Nevertheless, the large-scale blockchain network
enabled S-IoT (BNS-IoT) would be limited by timely performing
consensus. In this paper, we propose an age-critical blockchain
sharding (ABS) scheme with the metric of information timeliness,
i.e., age of information (AoI) to realize timely consensus in BNS-
IoT. Specifically, we propose a forking-waiting-retransmission
(FR) mechanism for the ABS scheme to deal with forking
events, and realize a secure consensus. Then, we derive the
closed-form expressions of average AoI (AAoI), throughput and
security performance of the FR mechanism in ABS scheme,
respectively, and compare with the n-block confirmation and
select the longest-chain (n-LC) mechanism. Simulation results
show that our ABS scheme can realize the linear expansion of
throughput with the increasing number of shards, and our FR
mechanism can greatly improve the security by sacrificing minor
AAoI compared with the n-LC mechanism. Furthermore, our
ABS scheme can outperform the conventional random sharding
(RS) scheme in terms of AAoI and throughout.

Index Terms—Blockchain enabled Satellite-based Internet of
Things, scalability, sharding, age of information, security

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) has played a significant
role in connecting the physical industrial environment and
cyber-space with the rapid development of information and
communication technology [1]. Especially in the fifth gener-
ation (5G) communication technology featured with decen-
tralization, diversity, heterogeneity and complex network, the
massive access of IoT devices and explosive growth of data
need an efficient and secure network [2]. The integration of
blockchain and IoT, which supports a secure network by means
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of distributed storage and verification, makes it possible to
realize these demands. However, the existing blockchain IoT
system based on terrestrial network [3]–[5] cannot solve the
limitation of geographical environment. Recently, considering
the ubiquitous coverage inherited from high throughput satel-
lite [6]–[8], satellite-based IoT (S-IoT) has been regarded as
a potential solution of the scalability of blockchain in remote
regions.

Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology (DLT) to
enable autonomously and securely transactions without control
from central institutions [9]. The transactions are mined into
blocks by miners following consensus protocols [10], such
as Proof of Work (PoW) in Bitcoin, Proof of Stake (PoS)
in Peercoin, Practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) in
Hyperledger Fabric, etc. Note that the consensus procedure
are completed in DLT nodes, instead of the lightweight
IoT devices with limited resources. However, the large-scale
blockchain network enabled S-IoT (BNS-IoT) would also be
limited to timely commit the consensus due to the peer-to-peer
communications in such a ubiquitous blockchain. For example,
the transmission latency of the network with n DLT nodes
based on PBFT consensus protocol increases at the rate of
O(n2) [11], and it also consumes large storage resources. This
weak scalability puts pressures on the expansion and coverage
of BNS-IoT [12].

Therefore, constructing a scalable blockchain system for
BNS-IoT becomes a critical issue. Moreover, considering that
a transaction is committed when a block is accepted and
verified in blockchain, the knowledge of elapsed time since the
generated transaction is successfully stored in the distributed
ledgers, i.e., the age of information (AoI) for a consensus, is a
more proper indicator than the consensus latency to quantify
the timeliness of transactions in BNS-IoT [13]–[15].

To address the scalability challenges, the sharding scheme is
proposed in Elastico protocol by L. Luu [16], which divides all
DLT nodes into multiple disjoint subsets according to certain
rules, and each subset manages a sub-chain separately, and
completes the transmission and verification of transactions in
a small area or small committee (i.e., shard). Since each shard
processes transactions independently, the throughout, i.e., the
transaction per second (TPS), can significantly increase with
the number of shards, which realizes the upgrading of s-
calability to blockchain. Luu’s sharding scheme can avoid
communication overhead and transaction replications in the
whole blockchain, which is considered as the most effective
way to improve scalability along with the increasing size
of blockchain [17]. Therefore, several improved versions of
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sharding schemes were proposed then, such as Byzcoin [18],
OmniLedger [19], RapidChain [20], etc, which have improved
the throughput to a certain extent. However, the formation of
shards and the selection of internal DLT nodes are random,
which leads to higher transmission latency since the nodes in
the same shard may be far away from each other. Therefore,
some sharding mechanisms [21]–[23] are divided DLT nodes
according to their positions to eliminate the problem caused by
random sharding (RS) scheme. Considering that the satellites
are rendezvous points to realize the cross-shard-transactions,
we propose an age-critical blockchain sharding (ABS) scheme
according to geographic domain for BNS-IoT.

Furthermore, the consensus protocols within above sharding
schemes need to elect a leader node in each shard based
on Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT), which makes the shards
vulnerable by the failure or malicious attacks to the leader
node. Therefore, the existing sharding mechanisms face t-
wo security priorities [24]. The first one is intra-consensus-
safety: How to measure and improve the anti-attack ability
of sub-chain inside a shard? For example, the blockchain
network based on BFT protocol can only tolerate up to 33%
of attackers in each committee. Compared with controlling
the whole network, it is easier to dominate the shard with
fewer nodes. Therefore, the sharding mechanism improves the
throughput at the expense of security. The second one is cross-
shard-atomicity: How to support the cross-shard verification
and guarantee the atomicity? i.e., the transactions between
two parties are either fully executed or not executed at all,
and it is not secure to only record cross-shard-transaction
message in one party, which means that the communication
and transaction information must be synchronously maintained
in these two shards.

Note that our ABS scheme is sharding according to geo-
graphic domain in BNS-IoT to improve the AAoI and TPS
performances than the existing RS and non-sharding schemes.
However, the forking events in the sharding scheme may
decrease the security, such as Double Spend and Timeout at-
tacks [17], compare to the conventional non-sharding scheme.
Therefore, we propose a novel mechanism in ABS scheme to
relief the Double Spend and Timeout attacks from the forking
events, which can significantly decrease the attack success
probability (ASP).

The main contributions of the paper are as follows.
• First, we propose an ABS scheme for BNS-IoT to

improve the scalability, where the shards are divided
according to their geographical domains. In each shard,
the intra-shard-transactions are through the base stations
(BS), and the cross-shard-transactions utilize its ground
stations (GS) through the satellite. Then, to address the
above mentioned two security issues in sharding mecha-
nism, we propose a novel Forking-waiting-retransmission
(FR) mechanism to solve forking event and improve intra-
consensus-safety in the intra-shard-transactions, and a
two-phase-confirmation (2PC) mechanism to solve cross-
shard-atomicity in the cross-shard-transactions. To the
best of our knowledge, our ABS scheme and its FR
and 2PC mechanisms is the first sharding scheme for
BNS-IoT, which can eliminate Double Spend and relief

Timeout attack by utilizing both the communication and
computing capabilities.

• Second, we analyze the probability of forking events
in the intra-shard-transactions, and the latency of PoW
consensus process. Then, we introduce the FR and the
n-block confirmation and select the longest-chain (n-LC)
mechanisms in our ABS scheme, and derive the closed-
form expressions of average AoI (AAoI) and TPS for
both FR and n-LC mechanisms in the ABS scheme,
respectively. Furthermore, we model the attack process
and derive the expressions of ASP for both FR and n-
LC mechanisms to analyze the key parameters in security
performance, respectively.

• Third, our 2PC mechanism can record transaction infor-
mation synchronously in two sub-chains without affecting
other shards, which satisfies the atomicity at the minor
cost of TPS. Moreover, theoretical analysis prove that
our ABS scheme can realize the linear expansion of
TPS with the increasing number of shards. Simulation
results validate the accuracy of our theoretical derivations,
and show that our FR mechanism can reduce AAoI and
greatly improve security at the same time. Moreover, our
FR mechanism can eliminate the Double Spend attack
by sacrificing minor timeliness compared with the n-
LC mechanism, and our ABS scheme outperforms RS
scheme in terms of AAoI and TPS.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we propose the system model of our ABS scheme. In
Section III, we derive the close-form expressions of AAoI
and throughout for FR and n-LC mechanisms in our ABS
scheme, respectively. In Section IV, we model the malicious
attack process and derive the security performance of two
mechanisms. Simulation results are presented in Section V,
and the conclusion is in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ABS SCHEME

In this section, we propose an ABS scheme for BNS-IoT,
and introduce the detail process of intra-shard-transactions and
cross-shard-transactions in ABS scheme. Then, we propose the
FR mechanism for the forking events. Note that the massive
DLT nodes may join in the BNS-IoT at anytime, we utilize
the PoW consensus protocol in our ABS scheme, which is
suitable for this kind of public network that needs security
and decentralization simultaneously [25].

A. Age-Critical Blockchain Sharding Scheme for BNS-IoT

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the ABS scheme divides the
whole blockchain into M sub-chains according to the in-
dependent domains, where launch Ni(i = 1, 2, ...,M) DLT
nodes separately, and one shard maps one domain, such
as islands, mountains, remote districts, etc. The DLT nodes
in each shard are responsible for completing the consensus
of two transaction types: Intra-shard-transactions and cross-
shard-transactions. The satellite is employed as rendezvous
point since the ground facilities are difficult to cover, and
each shard has a GS to exchange cross-shard-transactions
information with other shards through the satellite. Note that
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Fig. 1. The ABS scheme system model. Blocks marked with different colors represent different sub-chains, which are belong to disjoint GS service areas.
For the 1st shard and 3rd shard, PoW-based intra-shard-transactions are executed. Assuming that there are cross-shard-transactions between sub-chain 2 and
sub-chain 4, as the rendezvous point, satellite communication between the two sub-chains is required to start the 2PC mechanism.

in order to record the information of different sub-chains
such as calculation difficulty, version synchronization, etc, and
ensure the fully operational between the sub-chains, a global
chain should be maintained by special recording nodes, which
records the status information of each sub-chain at regular
intervals. In our model, we do not consider this process since
it does not affect the task of DLT nodes, thus we mainly focus
on the consensus process of the shards.

In the intra-shard-transactions, the shards maintain a non-
intersecting shard transaction record as a single-chain con-
sensus system by ground BS. Moreover, in the intra-shard-
transactions, BNS-IoT devices should only deliver the latest
generated information to their surrounding DLT nodes to
accomplish the consensus task due to their limited storage and
computing power. For the intra-shard-transactions in shard-
1 and shard-3 as shown in Fig. 1, there are 4 steps in the
consensus process based on PoW: 1) Collection, each BNS-
IoT device constantly generates transaction data and delivers
to the surrounding DLT nodes. When enough transaction
information is collected by DLT nodes, it will be packaged
into a block; 2) Computation, in PoW consensus, each DLT
node in the sub-chain calculates a hash value based on the data
block, the nonce, and the hash value of the previous block; 3)
Competition, the completed DLT nodes deliver the computed
blocks to their surrounding BS, and each BS broadcasts the
block to other DLT nodes. The first computed block should
be the first arriving to all other DLT nodes, otherwise a
forking event occurs. 4) Verification, the uncompleted DLT
nodes which receiving the block would stop their computation
immediately and verify the correctness of the block. After
committed by them, the transactions in the block can take
effect.

In the cross-shard-transactions, i.e., if two parties of a
transaction belong to two sub-chains, we design a two-phase-

confirmation (2PC) mechanism to complete the communica-
tion and synchronization between the two sub-chains. For
example, the BNS-IoT devices A and B which belong to
shard-2 and shard-4 preform a fund transfer as shown in Fig. 1,
these two shards would complete two rounds of consensus.
First, a round of intra-shard-consensus wound be completed in
shard-2. After verification, shard-2 sends an acknowledgment
(ACK) packet to the satellite by its GS, which contains the
confirmed payment record of device A, and the corresponding
valid block hash value. Then, the satellite delivers it to shard-
4, where the DLT nodes would record this hash value to
local sub-chain to realize synchronization. This cross-shard-
transactions wound not be completed until shard-4 completes
another round of intra-shard-consensus, which commits that
B accomplishes a deposit successfully, and returns an ACK
packet to shard-2. The attacker who wants to change the fund
record of A or B needs to attack both 2nd shard and 4th shard
to erase the payment record. Thus, the 2PC mechanism can
ensure that the transaction cannot be tampered privately by any
party after two synchronization and confirmations at the cost
of throughout, since we divide a transaction into two parts.
Note that the satellite only forwards ACK packets in the 2PC
mechanism, and the forwarding latency is much shorter than
the line-of-sight (LoS) duration between GS and any satellite,
we can ignore the mobility of satellite.

B. Analysis and Solution of Forking Event in Blockchain
System

The forking event in the blockchain means that for a parent
block, two or more child blocks are connected to it, resulting
in multiple branches. In the blockchain system, the first DLT
node who completes the computation would send its block
to all other DLT nodes as soon as possible. If any DLT node
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Forking events and two protection mechanisms. (a) The forking
event occurs to the intra-shard-transactions. The node DL1 with the shortest
computation latency fails to be the first to update its computing result to other
nodes. (b) The n-LC mechanism, it allows multiple blocks spreading in the
network in each consensus round, then it selects the longest branch as the
main chain. (c) The FR mechanism, when there is one and only one block
1Ds in the waiting window tw,3, it would be forwarded to ensure that only
one block is spreading in the network.

cannot timely receive this block, it would continue to calculate
and publish its own block, which leads to a forking event.

For example, as shown in Fig. 2(a), 1D will be connected to
1C after the competition. However, after DL1 first completes
the computation of 1Ds, DL2 also completes the computation
of 1Dm since it does not timely receive 1Ds from DL1

via BS1, and it transmits 1Dm to DL3 and DL4 by BS2.
The red path represents the spreading of 1Ds, and the green
lines represent the spreading path of 1Dm as shown in Fig.
2(a). Therefore, in this consensus round there are two valid
blocks spreading in the sub-chain 1, DL3 would record two
valid blocks into its ledger, resulting in that two branches are
connecting to the main chain. In blockchain, forking event is
only allowed to occur temporarily and then resolved by the
forking protection mechanism, and the system only maintains
one main chain.

1) n-LC Mechanism: S. Nakamoto proposed the n-LC
mechanism to solve the forking events [9], i.e., the system
accumulates nc confirmation blocks after a forking event
occurs, then selects the longest branch chain as the main
chain, and discards the rest branches. As shown in Fig.
2(b), the forking event occurs in two sub-chains at block D.
After generating nc = 3 confirmed blocks, the branch chains
1Ds ← 1Es and 2Ds ← 2Es are discarded, while the longer
chain 1Dm ← 1Em ← 1Fm and 2Dm ← 2Em ← 2Fm are
retained.

However, in the n-LC mechanism, the attacker can create
blocks that containing fraud transaction messages on the
branch, and generate more fraud blocks than confirmation
blocks to replace the correct information. Furthermore, in the
cross-chard-transactions, if the correct transaction input 1Ds

and output 2Ds in two parties are retained or discarded at
the same time, the atomicity of the transaction is not affected.
However, if the input is 1Ds and the output is 2Dm, and
1Dm and 2Dm are retained in sub-chain 1 and sub-chain 2,
respectively, the fund records is wrong. Therefore, we perform
the 2PC mechanism, where the sub-chain 1 and sub-chain
2 need to confirm their main chain via n-LC mechanism
successively in cross-chard-transactions to ensure the cross-
shard-atomicity. Obviously, we can select a small nc to reduce
the confirmation latency in the n-LC mechanism with tradeoff
the security, which is analyzed in Section III and Section IV.

2) FR Mechanism: In this paper, we propose a novel FR
mechanism to the forking event in each sub-chain: Assuming
that all BS are synchronized in each receiving round with time
interval min(tcj,i + tuj,i)+tw as shown in Fig. 2(c), where tw is
the period of waiting window at the BS, tcj,i and tuj,i represent
the computing latency and transmission latency from the j-
th DLT node to a BS in the sub-chain i. After collecting the
original transaction data, the DLT nodes start to computing
in tcj,i, then they deliver their blocks to surrounding BS with
tuj,i, thus the competitive latency of the DLT node j in the
i-th sub-chain is tcj,i + tuj,i, and the first arrive (FA) block
would reach the BS in this competition round with the latency
min(tcj,i + tuj,i). Then, all BS can receive blocks from DLT
nodes in tw. If only one block is received by a BS in tw, the
BS forwards the block and reject to receive blocks after tw,
thus this competition round is finished. Otherwise if more than
one block is received by BS in tw, a new competition round
is performed.

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 2(c), after finishing the first
competition round , the first arriving (FA) block 1Ds arrives
at the BS2 with the latency of min (tcj,i + tuj,i)1, and all the
BS begin the waiting window tw,1. Then, another two blocks
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS DESCRIPTIONS

Notation Definition
Ni The number of DLT nodes in the i-th shard
M The number of shards
λ0 The complexity of computing hash value
λint The average latency of collecting one transaction
ld The size of one transaction
Nt The number of transactions in a block
D The size of a block
lah The size of the ACK packet

P c
i , Pu

i The power of computation and transmission of the
DLT node in the i-th shard (sub-chain i)

Bd,Bg ,Bb,Bs The bandwidth of DLT nodes, GS, BS and satellite
γdi , γgi , γb, γs The SNR of DLj,i nodes, GSi, BS and satellite

γth The threshold of receiving SNR
nc The number of confirmation blocks in n-LC
nw The maximum number of retransmission in FR
tw The waiting window of BS in FR
µ The scale factor of tw
Li The distance between the satellite and GSi

f The system transmitting frequency
gd, gs Channel gain between DLT nodes to BS and GS

to satellite links, respectively
α Proportion of computing power of attacker
c The proportion of cross-shard-transactions

1Dm and 1Dn reach BSk and BS1, respectively, and a forking
event occurs and all the three blocks cannot be forwarded in
the first competition round. In the second competition round,
there are still two blocks 1Ds and 1Dm are received by BS2

and BSk in tw,2, respectively, and they have to begin the third
competition round. Finally, only 1Ds is received by BS2 in
tw,3, and 1Dm is rejected due to it arrives later than tw,3, and
the BS would forward 1Ds and finish this consensus.

Thus, there is no branch in our FR mechanism, which fun-
damentally avoids the occurrence of forking event. Moreover,
we can reduce ttotal =

∑
f min(tcj,i + tuj,i)f + tw,f by setting

a shorter tw. Shorter tw may decrease the AAoI, and makes it
difficult for attacker to deliver its fraud blocks in the shard and
improve the security performance. The theoretical analysis is
provided in Section III and Section IV.

III. ANALYSIS OF AOI AND THROUGHOUT IN ABS
SCHEME

In our ABS scheme, each DLT node are divided into three
parts to calculate the latency respectively: 1) Cache, storages
the newly collected transactions information; 2) Computation,
calculates and verifies the hash value; 3) Wireless communi-
cation, transmits the block to other nodes, and completes the
FA block with Computation jointly. Some important parameter
notations in our system are clarified in Table I.

A. Channel Model

1) DLT Nodes to BS and Intra-Shard-Transactions: In the
i-th shard, there are Ni DLT nodes DLj,i (j = 1, 2, ...Ni)
maintaining a sub-chain i together. The BNS-IoT devices in
the same domain would send new transaction information to
the DLT nodes at regular intervals. Assume that both the
time interval between two transactions generated by BNS-IoT
devices, and the time interval when transaction data arrive
at DLT nodes are following exponential distribution with

expected value 1/λg,i and 1/λr,i, respectively [14]. Then we
can derive the average latency for collecting one block in the
sub-chain i as follows:

Eai = E(taj,i) = Nt(
1

λg,i
+

1

λr,i
) = Ntλint,i, i = 1, 2, ...,M,

(1)
where Nt is the number of transactions in one block, and λint,i
is the average latency of collecting one transaction from BNS-
IoT devices. Assume that the average size of each transaction
is ld bits, hence the size of a block is D = Ntld.

Then, the DLT nodes start the computation of the hash val-
ue, which is iterated continuously to satisfy a certain threshold
requirement [5]. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the computation power of the DLT nodes in the sub-chain
i is P ci , and the period of a DLT node accomplishing this
task can be formulated as an exponential random variable tcj,i
with distribution fTc(t) = λcie

−λci t, where λci = λ0P
c
i , and

λ0 is a constant as the computation complexity coefficient in
all shards [5]. The average computation latency of the first
computed (FC) block Efci is given as follows:

Efci = E

[
min

1≤j≤Ni
(tcj,i)

]
=

∫ ∞
0

Pr

[
min

1≤j≤Ni
(T cj,i) > t

]
dt

=

∫ ∞
0

e
−λot

Ni∑
j=1

P ci
dt =

1

λ0NiP ci
.

(2)

All the computed blocks are sent to a BS and broadcasted
to all other DLT nodes. We consider the fading channel in
the intra-shard-transactions, i.e., between the DLT nodes and
BS, are the Rayleigh fading channel with mean 1, thus the
small-scaling channel fading gain is a random variable hd

with distribution fHd(hd) = e−h
d

[26], [27]. Without loss
of generality, we suppose that the channel gains between all
DLj,i and the associated BS are the same, denoted as gdi ,
and the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power is σ2

d

W. Similarly, assume that the transmission power of the DLT
nodes in sub-chain i is the same, which is denoted as Pui . Let
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the DLT nodes is γdi = Pui /σ

2
d,

thus the SNR at the BS is γdre =
Pui g

d
i h
d

σ2
d

= γdi g
d
i h

d with the
probability density function (PDF) as follows:

fγdre(γ
d
re) =

1

γdi g
d
i

e
− 1

γd
i
gd
i

γdre
. (3)

Denote the transmission latency to send a block with D bits
from DLj,i to a BS is tuj,i = D/

[
Bd log(1 + γdre)

]
. Then, the

PDF of tuj,i in Rayleigh fading channel is:

fdTu(tuj,i, γ
d
i ) =

ln 2

γdi g
d
i

exp

−2
D

Bdtu
j,i − 1

γdi g
d
i

 D

Bd(tuj,i)
2 2

D

Bdtu
j,i ,

(4)
where Bd is the transmission signal bandwidth of the DLT
nodes.

Assume that γth is the outage threshold of SNR, which is
corresponding to the timeout threshold of achievable trans-
mission latency t = D/

[
Bd log(1 + γth)

]
. Thus, the average
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transmission latency of the block from DLT nodes to the
associated BS is given by:

EdTu(γdi ) =
D

E [Bdlog2(1 + γdre)]
. (5)

By retaining the second order of Taylor expansion of Eq. (5),
we can derive an approximation as follows,

EdTu(γdi ) =
D

E [Bdlog2(1 + γdre)]

≈ D

Ad

{
ln
[
1 + E(γdre)

]
−
E
(
γdre
)2 − E2(γdre)

2[1 + E(γdre)]
2

}−1

=
D

Ad

ln

[
1 + θdi Γ(2,

γth
θdi

)

]
−

Γ(3, γth
θdi

)− Γ2(2, γth
θdi

)

2
[

1
θdi

+ Γ(2, γth
θdi

)
]

−1

,

(6)
where θdi = γdi g

d
i , Ad = Bdlog2(e) and Γ(a, b) is the upper

incomplete Gamma function.
Then, in the BNS-IoT with PoW consensus protocol, the

verification latency tvj,i of DLj,i follows an exponential dis-
tribution, and its expected value is [15]:

Evi = E(tvj,i) =
1

λv,i
=
Ntλ0

NiP ci
. (7)

Finally, we have the service latency T Inse,i for the intra-shard-
transactions block in the sub-chain i as follows,

T Inse,i = E(ttotali ) + Evi + (Ni − 1)EdTu(γb), (8)

where γb is the SNR of BS. Let E(ttotali ) denote the average
processing latency for the forking event in the sub-chain i, and
we derive the expressions in the FR and n-LC mechanisms,
respectively, in the following Section III.B.

2) GS to Satellite and Cross-Shard-Transactions: In the
cross-shard-transactions, assume GSi in the i-th shard needs to
deliver the ACK packet to the satellite and forward to GSn in
the n-th shard, where the BS-to-GS link is assumed as error-
free fiber link and the transmission latency can be ignored,
and the GS-to-satellite link is the widely-used Lognormal rain
attenuation channel [28], [29], and the PDF of channel gain
hs is as follows [30]:

fHs(h
s)

.
=

ε
mp
p

Γ(mp)
(hs)mp−1 exp(−εphs), (9)

where Γ(·) is the Gamma function, mp = 1
exp(σp)−1 , Ωp =

qp

√
(mp+1)
mp

, εp = mp/Ωp, qp is the constant given by qp =

eµp , µp and σp represent the Lognormal location and scale
parameters, respectively.

For the GSi with transmission power P gi and bandwidth
Bg , let the SNR of GSi is γgi = P gi /σ

2
s and assume that the

antenna gain Ga of all GS is the same. Let gsi = Gaζi, where
ζi is the free path loss model:

ζi = 92.44 + 20log10(Li) + 20log10(f), (10)

where Li and f are the distance between GSi and satellite,
and system operating frequency, respectively. Thus, the SNR

of receiving signal is γsre = gsi h
sγgi with the PDF of:

fγsre(γ
s
re)

.
=

1

gsi γ
g
i

ε
mp
p

Γ(mp)
(
γsre
gsi γ

g
i

)mp−1 exp(−γ
s
reεp
gsi γ

g
i

). (11)

Similarly with Eq (6), by retaining the second order of
Taylor expansion, the approximation of average transmission
latency to send the ACK packet with the size of lah from GSi
to the satellite in the Lognormal rain attenuation channel is:

EsTu(γgi ) =
lah

E [Bglog2(1 + γsre)]

≈ lah
Ag

{
ln

[
1 +

θgi Γ(mp + 1, γth
θgi

)

Γ(mp)

]

−
Γ(mp + 2, γth

θgi
)− Γ2(mp + 1, γth

θgi
)

2
[

1
θgi

+ Γ(mp + 1, γth
θgi

)
]2


−1

,

(12)

where θgi =
γgi g

g
i

εp
, and Ag = Bglog2(e).

Note that in the cross-shard-transactions, the ACK packet
may need retransmission due to the high bit error rate (BER)
in the GS-to-satellite link. We derive the probability that a
packet contains at least one error bit as the packet error rate
(PER) in the following Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: Given the size of ACK packet is lah bits,
and the SNR of transmit signal is γ, the average number
of retransmissions nar(γ) and PER ρ(γ) in Lognormal rain
fading channel are given by,

nar(γ) =


1

(1− 1√
2π
· ε

mp
p

(εp+1)mpgsγ )
lah

 , (13)

and

ρ(γ) = 1−
[
1− 1√

2π
· ε

mp
p

(εp + 1)
mpgsγ

]lah
. (14)

Proof: Please see Appendix A.
Assume that the SNR of the satellite is γs. In this paper, we

mainly consider the retransmission nar(γ) between satellite
and GS. The average latency to transmit an ACK packet from
GSi to the satellite and then to GSn is given by:

E(T acri ) = nar(γ
g
i )Estu(γgi ) + nar(γ

s)Estu(γs). (15)

Finally, we have the service latency TCrse,i,n of the cross-
shard-transactions between the sub-chain i and sub-chain n is
as follows,

TCrse,i,n = T Inse,i + E(T acri ) + T Inse,n + E(T acrn ). (16)

B. Derivation of AAoI

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the red marked line above each
trapezoid represents the evolution process of AoI of sub-chain
1, ta1 , ta2 , ta3 are the generation time of the block 1A, 1B
and 1C, respectively, and UT1, UT2 and UT3 are the time
when the blocks are verified by all DLT nodes, i.e., updated
in sub-chain 1. The evolution process of AoI in 0 < t < UT1

continues to grow to ∆tp,1 since there is no block is updated
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Fig. 3. The red line above each trapezoid represents the evolution process
of AoI of the sub-chain 1.

in sub-chain 1. Then, at time UT1, the intra-shard-transactions
block 1A completes its consensus process and the sub-chain 1
is updated, thus the AoI reduces to ∆tu,1 = UT1−ta1 = T Inse,1,1
at UT1. Similarly, if 1C performs cross-shard-transaction, the
AoI of sub-chain 1 would increase to ∆tp,3 until the 2PC
mechanism between sub-chain 1 and sub-chain n is finished,
i.e., ∆tu,3 = UT3 − ta3 = TCrse,1,n,3.

Therefore, compare the AoI with the service latency T Inse,1
or TCrse,1,n of a block, the instant AoI ∆tp,i > UTi− tai before
the latest block is updated into the sub-chain, which can better
illustrate the update frequency of the sub-chain. This because
the generation interval between blocks do not affect the service
latency UTi − tai , while the instant AoI ∆tp,i = UTi − tai−1.
For example, UT2 − ta2 � UT2 − ta1 as shown in Fig. 3, and
the AAoI equals to the trapezoidal area of S2, which is larger
than the service latency UT2 − ta2 .

The expression of AAoI for sub-chain i is given by [31]:

∆̄ti = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

∆tdt = lim
n→∞

n∑
k=1

Sk

UTn

=
E(Sk)

Eai (ta,i)
=

Eai (t2a,i)

2Eai (ta,i)
+ E(UTi − tai ),

(17)

where Sk is the trapezoidal area of each different color in Fig.
3.

1) AAoI of FR Mechanism: The block service latency of the
FR mechanism includes the latency of multiple competition
rounds caused by forking event. In our FR mechanism, a
forking event is solved when there is no other block arrives at
the BS within the waiting window after the FA block, and the
probability of forking event is solved in this waiting window,
i.e., the non-forking probability PFRnf,i is given in the following
Theorem 2.

Theorem 2: Given the computation power is P ci , the SNR
is γdi , and the number of DLT nodes is Ni in i-th shard, the

non-forking probability of FR mechanism PFRnf,i is given by Eq.
(18) at the bottom of this page, where T ∗ = tcj∗,i + tdj∗,i + tw.

Proof: Please see Appendix B.
Therefore, the competition rounds X caused by forking

event in the sub-chain i follows a geometric distribution, i.e.,
P (Xi = k) = (1− PFRnf,i)k−1PFRnf,i, and the average number
of retransmission is 1/PFRnf,i. In the FR mechanism, the total la-
tency from DLj,i to BS is ttotal =

∑
f min(tcj,i + tuj,i)f+tw,f ,

where tw,f is a constant to affect the security and AAoI, and
we will discuss in Section V. Now, we derive the average
latency of FA block Efai by the following Theorem 3.

Theorem 3: Given the size of block is D bits, the SNR
of transmit signal is γdi , and the computing power is P ci , the
average competition latency of FA block Efai in the i-th shard
can be expressed as follows:

Efai = E

[
min

1≤j≤Ni
(tcj,i + tuj,i)

]
=

∫ Eai +t̄

Efci

F fai (t)dt, (19)

where

F fai (t) =

[
1− exp(

1− 2
D

Bdt

γdi g
d
i

) + e−λ
c
i t

∫ t

0

eλ
c
ixfdTu(x)dx

]N
.

(20)
Proof: Please see Appendix C.

Since tw should decrease with both tcj,i and tuj,i due to the
lower tcj,i and tuj,i would lead to higher forking probability,
we define the duration of waiting window is tw = µEfai =

µE

[
min

1≤j≤Ni
(tcj,i + tuj,i)

]
, where µ is a scalar coefficient. Thus,

the average processing latency E(ttotali ) for a forking event in
the FR mechanism is given by:

EFR(ttotali ) =
1

PFRnf,i

(
Efai + tw

)
=

1 + µ

PFRnf,i
Efai . (21)

By substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (8), we can obtain the
service latency of the intra-shard-transactions block of i-th
shard in our FR mechanism:

T InFRse,i =
1 + µ

PFRnf,i
Efai + (Ni − 1)ETu,d(γ

b) +
Ntλ0

NiP ci
. (22)

In the cross-shard-transactions, each block would complete
two rounds of consensus in two sub-chains according to our
2PC mechanism. Meanwhile, each ACK packet would be
transmitted twice from GSi to the satellite and then from
satellite to GSn. Therefore, the service latency of cross-shard-
transactions block is given by:

TCrFRse,i,n = E(T acri ) + T InFRse,i + E(T acrn ) + T InFRse,n.
(23)

Assume that the proportion of cross-shard-transactions in
all transactions is c, combining Eq. (17), Eq. (22), and Eq.

PFRnf,i =

∫ t

0

∫ Eai

0

{
1− exp(

1− 2
D

BdT∗

γdi g
d
i

) + exp(−λciT ∗)
∫ T∗

0

eλ
c
i t
d
j,ifdTu(tuj,i)dt

u
j,i

}Ni−1

fTc(t
c
j∗,i)dt

c
j∗,if

d
Tu(tuj∗,i)dt

u
j∗,i. (18)
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(23), the AAoI of our FR scheme in ABS scheme are given
by:

∆̄tFR =
1

M

M∑
i=1

[
(1− c)T InFRse,i +

Ntλint,i
2

]

+
2c

M(M − 1)

M∑
i=1

M∑
n=i+1

TCrFRse,i,n,

(24)

where 2c
M(M−1)

M∑
i=1

M∑
n=i+1

TCrFRse,i,n is the average service la-

tency of cross-shard-transactions between all pair of shards.
2) AAoI of n-LC Mechanism: In the n-LC mechanism, we

simplify the judgment condition of non-forking event in a sub-
chain by ignoring the transmission latency between the BS to
DLT nodes: Before the FC block reaches the BS, no other
block arrives. Therefore, with the help of [32], the non-forking
probability in n-LC mechanism is given by Eq. (25) at the
bottom of this page.

Once a forking occurs, the DLT nodes would require to wait
for extra nc confirmation blocks. The average processing la-
tency for a forking event of the i-th shard in n-LC mechanism
is given by:

EnLC(ttotali ) = (1− PnLCnf,i )(nc + 1)Ki, (26)

where Ki is defined as the service latency without any forking
event, and we have:

Ki = Efci + EdTu(γdi )

+ Evi + (Ni − 1)EdTu(γb).
(27)

The service latency for intra-shard-transactions in the i-th
shard is given by:

T InnLCse,i = PnLCnf,i Ki + (1− PnLCnf,i )(nc + 1)Ki
= (nc + 1− ncPnLCnf,i )Ki,

(28)

and the service latency for cross-shard-transactions is given
by:

TCrnLCse,i,n = E(T acri ) + T InnLCse,i + E(T acrn ) + T InnLCse,n.
(29)

Similarly, the AAoI of n-LC mechanism is given by com-
bining the Eq. (17), Eq. (28), and Eq. (29) as follows,

∆̄tnLC =
1

M

M∑
i=1

[
(1− c)T InnLCse,i +

Ntλint,i
2

]

+
2c

M(M − 1)

M∑
i=1

M∑
n=i+1

TCrnLCse,i,n.

(30)

Note that both Eq. (24) and Eq. (30) are focusing on the
update frequency of ledger without considering the influence
of successful attack under our n-LC and FR mechanisms.

C. Derivation of TPS

1) TPS of FR Mechanism: TPS is an indicator of through-
put in the blockchain. For the TPS of a sub-chain, it can be
expressed as: T = Nt/Tse. Thus, the TPS of FR mechanism
in our ABS scheme is given by:

TFR =
M∑
i=1

[
(1− c)Nt
T InFRse,i

]
+

2

M − 1

M∑
i=1

M∑
n=i+1

cNt
TCrFRse,i,n

.

(31)
2) TPS of n-LC Mechanism: Similarly, the TPS in n-LC

mechanism is given by:

TnLC =
M∑
i=1

[
(1− c)Nt
T InnLCse,i

]
+

2

M − 1

M∑
i=1

M∑
n=i+1

cNt
TCrnLCse,i,n

.

(32)

IV. ANALYSIS OF SECURITY IN ABS SCHEME

In this section, we model the attack process of the malicious
node and derive the security expressions of n-LC and FR
mechanisms in the ABS scheme, respectively. Although the
attack types in the two mechanisms are different, the success-
ful attack of the malicious node would both lead to transaction
failure. Therefore, we take the transaction failure probability,
i.e., ASP, to measure secure performance of two mechanisms.
The sharding scheme divides a whole blockchain into M sub-
chains, it weakens the anti-attack ability of each sub-chain.
Assume that the computing power of the whole blockchain is
Pct, and the computing power in each sub-chain is Pct/M .

A. Security of n-LC Mechanism

In the n-LC mechanism based on PoW protocol, the security
performance is the ASP for an attacker with computing power
α·Pct
M in a sub-chain. Note that if α ≥ 0.5, ASP = 1, and if

α = 0, ASP = 0 [33]. If there is an attacker with higher α
to generate fraudulent information in branch, it may cover the
block of the honest nodes to realize the attack, such as Double
Spend. Moreover, to decrease the ASP in n-LC mechanism,
we set that any branch needs at least 2 blocks longer than
other branch as shown in Fig. 4, where the conventional n-LC
mechanism only need one block advanced [33].

Therefore, to launch an attack against a normal transac-
tion in this n-LC mechanism, the attacker must generate a
forking event deliberately: 1) The attacker generates a regular
transaction information, for example, pay for a commodity A
with fund Ω, and broadcasts it to other DLT nodes, then this
transaction is recorded in the block 1Ch after consensus. 2)
The attacker privately fabricates a fraud block 1Cm, which is
conflicting to 1Ch, for example, pay for another commodity B
with the same fund Ω. At this time, a forking event occurs and
the honest nodes start to accumulate nc confirmation blocks,

PnLCnf,i =
(

1− e−λ
c
iE

i
a

)∫ t

0

∫ Tuj∗,i

0

e−λ
c
i (T

u
j∗,i−t)fdTu(t)dt+ exp(

1− 2
D

Bdt

γdi g
d
i

)− exp(
1− 2

D

BdTu
j∗,i

γdi g
d
i

)

Ni−1

fdTu(Tuj∗,i)dT
u
j∗,i.

(25)
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Fig. 4. The process of Double Spend attack. The branch generated by the attacker (red marked blocks) wants to replace the branch generated by honest
nodes (green marked blocks). But this malicious branch would not publish until it is 2 blocks longer than the one above at time T2. This attack is successful
since the sub-chain would choose the longer branch.

while the attacker starts mining secretly. 3) When there are
enough confirmation blocks, i.e., 1C1

h and 1C2
h in the honest

branch if nc = 2 at time T conf , the sub-chain would select
1C1

h ← 1C2
h as the main chain, and the record of purchasing A

would take effect. Meanwhile, the attacker would not release
the branch 1C1

m ← 1C2
m ← 1C3

m. 4) Then, to realize Double
Spend, a mining competition begin at the time T conf . If the
attacker generates a longer branch than the honest branch, it
would release its malicious branch, and the sub-chain would
discard the honest branch, thus the record of purchasing B
would take effect, i.e., the attacker realizes two payments with
the same fund Ω.

Assume that an attacker in a sub-chain has α·Pct
M computing

power, and the honest nodes have β·Pct
M = (1− α) · Pct

M com-
puting power. At a certain time, the branch length of the honest
node and attacker are lh and la, respectively. Let n = lh − la
denote the number of blocks that the honest chain minus that of
the attacker. Obviously, n would increase by 1 with probability
β, and n would decrease by 1 with probability α.

Denote pa,n as the ASP that the malicious branch has
n blocks less than the honest branch, and pa,n = 1 when
n ≤ −2. For any n ≥ −1, if the attacker gets the next block,
the malicious branch is n− 1 blocks shorter than the honest
branch, and the ASP becomes pa,n−1, else if the honest nodes
find the next block, the ASP becomes pa,n+1. Therefore, we
have pa,n as follows:

pa,n =

{ (
α
β

)n+2

, n ≥ −1,

1, n ≤ −2.
(33)

Assume that during the period from the beginning of the
forking event to the sub-chain gets nc confirmation blocks,
the attacker has generated Y blocks, which follows a negative
binomial distribution with the probability:

Pan(Y = m) =

(
m+ nc − 1

m

)
αmβnc . (34)

Suppose that the malicious branch is nc −m blocks less than
the honest branch at a certain moment. Combine Eq. (33) and

Eq. (34), we can obtain the ASP as follows:

Pas,nLC(nc, α) =
∞∑
m=0

Pan(Y = m)pa,nc−m

=
∞∑
m=0

(
m+ nc − 1

m

)
αmβnc

(
α

β

)nc−m+2

= 1−
nc∑
m=0

(
m+ nc − 1

m

)
(αm+1βnc−1 − αnc+2βm−2).

(35)

B. Security of FR Mechanism

In our FR mechanism, the BS in each shard either does not
forward blocks, or only forwards one block in a competition
round. Therefore, in terms of security issues around fraud pre-
vention, our FR mechanism eliminates Double Spend attacks
since there is no branch. However, the Timeout attack caused
by the retransmissions, i.e., multiple competition rounds, still
exists in our FR mechanism, and we set that if the competition
rounds X caused by the forking events exceeds a preselected
threshold nw, the block is discarded.

Thus, we define the ASP in the FR mechanism is the success
probability that the number of competition rounds has reached
the threshold nw. When an attack satisfies two conditions, it
leads to a new competition round: 1) The attacker already held
a fraud block secretly before the FC block; 2) The attacker
sends its block to the BS within tw after the FA block, causing
the sub-chain to restart a new competition round. We denote
the realization probabilities of condition 1 and condition 2 as
pa,FR1 and pa,FR2, respectively, and we have

pa,FR1 =

∫ ∞
0

∫ y

0

λ0αe
−λ0αxP [min(tc) = y]dxdy

=

∫ ∞
0

∫ y

0

λ0αe
−λ0αxλ0Niβe

−λ0Niβydxdy

= α,

(36)
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Notation Setting
λ0 1× 10−3

λint 100
ld, lah 0.5 kb, 5 kb
D 1 Mb

µp, σp -2.6 dB, 1.6 dB
Bd, Bb, Bg , Bs 1, 100, 200, 500 (MHz)
γb, γs, γth 110 dB, 140 dB, 0 dB

nw 6
L 600 km
f 28 GHz

and

pa,FR2 =

∫ tw

0

fdTu(t, γa)dt = exp(
1− 2

D

Bdtw

γagd
), (37)

where γa is the SNR of the attacker.
To analyze the ASP with nw in FR mechanism, we assume

that the number of retransmissions, i.e., the number of compe-
tition rounds caused by attacker is m, and the corresponding
probability is pFR(M = m), hence the number of competition
rounds caused by honest nodes is nw−m. Therefore, the ASP
can be obtained as follows:

Pas,FR(tw, α) =

nw∑
m=0

pFR(M = m)

=

nw∑
m=0

(
nw
m

)
(pa,FR)m(1− PFRnf,i)nw−m,

(38)
where pa,FR is the attack simultaneously satisfies the above
two conditions, and we have

pa,FR = pa,FR1 · pa,FR2 = α exp(
1− 2

D

Bdtw

γagd
). (39)

V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

In this section, the derived average number of retransmission
nar in Eq. (13), the non-forking probability formula of FR
and n-LC mechanisms given in Eq. (18) and Eq. (25), AAoI
expressions given in Eq. (24) and Eq. (30), and ASP expression
given in Eq. (35) and Eq. (38) are verified by Monte Carlo
simulations, respectively. Moreover, we analyze the impact of
tw on the FR mechanism and compare the performance of FR
and n-LC schemes under the same parameters [5], [6]. Finally,
we analyze the relationship between sub-chain communication
conditions and security, and compare the performance of
our ABS scheme and RS scheme [19]. We assume that the
parameter settings of each shard are the same for simplicity,
and the main parameters settings are given in Table II [30],
[34].

A. PER and Forking Probability for FR and n-LC Mechanism

In Fig. 5, the simulation results shows the correctness
of our PER analytic expression Eq. (13) in Theorem 1 for
the cross-shard-transactions. Obviously, with the increasing of
packet size, nar and PER ρ(γ) are increasing under the same
transmission SNR. When lah = 5 kb, the retransmissions
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Fig. 5. Simulation of PER and retransmissions numbers nar with different
packet size lah in cross-shard-transactions.

numbers nar is reduced at gsγg > 32 dB. Thus, we set
gsγg ≈ 35 dB in the following simulations, which corresponds
to nar = 2.

Then, the number of DLT nodes with different computing
power P c versus the forking probability is shown in Fig. 6,
where the simulation results of forking probability agree well
with the theoretical expressions Eq. (18) and Eq. (25). Note
that higher P c leads to faster generating blocks, which shorten
the average competition latency, and leads to the increasing of
forking probability as shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), thus
we set P c = 300 W in the following simulations. Moreover,
µ is a scalar coefficient of tw, and larger tw leads to higher
forking probability due to the higher chance to receive more
blocks as shown in Fig 6, and nc in n-LC mechanism does not
affect the forking probability according to Eq. (25). Note that
tw can improve the AAoI and security in the FR mechanism,
and we set µ ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8} in the following simulations.

B. AAoI and Throughput Performance of FR and n-LC Mech-
anism

Fig. 7 compares the AAoI performance of FR and n-
LC mechanisms in our ABS and the non-sharding schemes
[31], respectively, where the simulation results agree well
with the theoretical expressions Eq. (24) and Eq. (30). We
can observe that AAoI is increasing with N in both FR
and n-LC mechanisms, since more DLT nodes lead to larger
forking probability, and the higher latency from BS to all
nodes according to Eq. (8). Note that nc ∈ {4, 6, 8} in n-
LC mechanism have the similar consensus latency ttotal with
that of µ ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8} in the FR mechanism. In the
comparison of the three groups, the performance of AAoI
in FR mechanism is about 3% higher than that of n-LC
mechanism when N < 60, while 12% higher than that of
n-LC mechanism when N = 100. Furthermore, the AAoI in
our ABS decreases 46.4% and 45.2% compared with non-
sharding scheme with µ = 0.4 and nc = 4 when N = 60,
respectively. This is because all DLT nodes need to deliver
the block to each other instead of less peer-to-peer (P2P)
transmission in the shards, and long distance and multi-hop
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Fig. 6. The forking probability versus number of DLT nodes in FR and
n-LC mechanisms, where µ is a scalar coefficient of tw and larger µ leads
to higher forking probability in FR mechanism, but not effect on the n-LC
mechanism. (a) The forking probability versus number of DLT nodes when
P c = 300 W. (b) The forking probability versus number of DLT nodes when
P c = 500 W.

transmission in the terrestrial-satellite network leads to higher
transmission latency. Meanwhile, the greater tw leads to higher
AAoI. Thus, we can set a lower tw to obtain better AAoI and
TPS performance.

The TPS comparison of FR and n-LC mechanisms in
the ABS scheme is shown in Fig. 8, our TPS theoretical
expressions of FR and n-LC mechanisms are matched with
simulation results. Note that our ABS scheme has significant
improved the TPS than the non-shading scheme, and with the
increasing the number of shards M , our ABS scheme can
further improve the TPS. Moreover, the 2PC mechanism in
cross-shard-transactions divides one transaction into two parts,
thus, the larger proportion c of cross-shard-transactions leads
to higher loss of TPS. If c = 1, i.e., all transactions are divided
into two parts, the 2PC mechanism would loss 50% TPS than
c = 0.

C. Security Performance of FR and n-LC Mechanism

The security performance is the most significant advantage
of our FR mechanism compare with n-LC mechanism, and the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of AAoI performance between FR and n-LC mechanisms
when c = 0.6 and γd = 40 dB.
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FR and n-LC mechanisms when N = 60.

simulation results agree well with our analytical expressions
of ASP as shown in Fig. 9. We assume that Ba = Bd and
γa = γd, the simulation results show that when α > 0.15,
the ASP of FR mechanism is much lower than that of n-
LC mechanism, since the computing power is the only factor
limiting the ASP in n-LC scheme according to Eq. (35), while
the ASP is determined by both computing and communication
power in FR mechanism according to Eq. (38). For example,
when µ = 0.6, α = 0.35 and nc = 6, the security is improved
210 times compared with n-LC mechanism. This is because
with the increasing of α of attacker in n-LC mechanism,
the ASP of Double Spend attack is rapidly increasing. When
α < 0.5, larger nc can decrease the ASP with the cost of
AAoI, and if α > 0.5, the attacker would always be able to
complete the attack as ASP = 1 regardless of nc. However, in
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our FR mechanism, smaller tw can significantly decrease the
ASP even with higher α as shown in Fig. 9, since it is more
difficult for the attacker to insert its block in a short tw. That
is, we improve the security by requiring more communication
resource from the attacker, such as higher bandwidth Ba

and γa to deliver its malicious block to BS in a shorter
tw. Therefore, the transmission latency tuj,i becomes the main
bottleneck for the attacker in the FR mechanism, while P c is
the bottleneck for the attacker in the n-LC mechanism.

Then, we compare the ASP with different γd in the honest
DLT nodes in n-LC and FR mechanisms as shown in Fig.
10, where the SNR of attacker γa = 40 dB and N = 60.
In the n-LC mechanism, the attacker is not affected by γd

of the honest DLT nodes and the ASP is unchanged. On the
other hand, greater γd leads to lower tw at the BS when µ
is a constant in our FR mechanism, and shorter tuj,i, which
decreases the ASP of the attacker.

D. Comparison with Random Sharding Scheme

Finally, we compare the AAoI, TPS, and security perfor-
mance in RS scheme [19] and our ABS scheme with n-LC and
FR mechanisms as shown in Fig. 11. First, our FR mechanism
in ABS scheme has 2.98% higher AAoI than that of n-LC
mechanism in ABS scheme, but our ABS scheme outperforms
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Fig. 11. The performance comparisons of n-LC and FR mechanisms in ABS
and RS schemes when M = 6 and N = 60.

RS scheme in AAoI by reducing almost 64.5% and 70.2%
in the n-LC and FR mechanisms, respectively, since that we
alleviate the multi-hop and long distance transmission latency
between the DLT nodes in ABS scheme. Second, the RS
scheme can decrease about 32% ASP than our ABS scheme
with both n-LC and FR mechanisms at the cost of higher
AAoI and lower TPS, but our FR mechanism improves about
2500 times of APS with µ = 0.4 than that of n-LC mechanism
with nc = 4 in both RS and ABS schemes. Last, our ABS
scheme realizes 307% and 345% higher TPS in the n-LC
and FR mechanisms than that of RS scheme, respectively.
Comprehensively, in a sub-chain which needs both security
and information timeliness, employing the FR mechanism into
ABS scheme is a better compromission. Furthermore, we can
utilize the deep Q-learning framework to achieve a further
security optimization in our ABS scheme in the future [35],
[36].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on the AAoI and security issues
in the blockchain and designed an ABS scheme for BNS-
IoT, where a novel FR mechanism was proposed for the
intra-consensus-safety, and a 2PC mechanism was proposed
to ensure the cross-shard-atomicity. Specifically, we derived
the theoretical expressions of AAoI, TPS and ASP of our
FR and n-LC mechanisms in ABS scheme, and validated
the accuracy by the Monte Carlo simulations, respectively.
The most remarkable innovation was that our FR mechanism
can achieve at least 102 times improvement of security by
utilizing both the communication and computing capabilities
of DLT nodes, and realized the lower ASP in a more efficient
communication environment. Furthermore, our ABS scheme
realized linear increase in TPS under larger N compared with
the non-sharding scheme, and achieved the AAoI reduction of
nearly 65% and improved TPS by 307% compared with the RS
scheme. The theoretical derivations could provide meaningful
insights and guidelines to optimize our ABS scheme via the
deep Q-learning framework in future work.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

The BER of BPSK in AWGN channel is as follows,

Pe = Q(

√
2Eb
N0

) =
1

2
erfc(

√
Eb
N0

). (40)

After the signal spreads through the Lognormal rain attenua-
tion channel with channel gain hs, gs = Gaζ, and the BER
can be expressed as:

Pe(γ) =
1

2
erfc(

√
hsgsEb
N0

) =
1

2
erfc(

√
hsgsγ), (41)

where
erfc(x) =

2√
π

∫ ∞
x

e−y
2

dy, (42)

and γ is the SNR of transmit signal. Let γre = gshsγ, which
is a random variable that follows the PDF fγre(γre):

fγre(γre) =
ε
mp
p

Γ(mp)gsγ
γmp−1
re e−εpγre . (43)

We can derive the BER at the receiver as follows:

Pe(γ) =
1

2

∫ ∞
0

erfc(
√
γre)fγre(γre)dγre

=
ε
mp
p√

πΓ(mp)gsγ

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
√
γre

e−y
2−εpγreγmp−1

re dydγre

=
1√
2π
· ε

mp
p

(εp + 1)
mpgsγ

.

(44)
For a size lah ACK packet, the packet is error if there is at

least one error bit, thus the PER is given by:

ρ(γ) = 1− [1− Pe(γ)]
lah . (45)

The packet would be retransmitted if ρ(γ) > 0. Thus, the
number of retransmissions x follows a geometric distribution
with the excepted value 1

1−ρ(γ) . We can derive Eq. (13) since
x is an integer.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Suppose that the first DLT node accomplishes to transmit its
block to the BS is denoted by j∗, whose computation latency
and transmission latency are tcj∗,i and tuj∗,i, respectively. Non-
forking event means that no other block arriving at the BS in
the period T ∗ = tcj∗,i + tuj∗,i + tw. Therefore, the non-forking
probability is given by:

PFRnf,i =

∫ t

0

∫ Eai

0

Ni∏
j=1,j 6=j∗

ϕfTc(t
c
j∗,i)dt

c
j∗,if

d
tu(tuj∗,i)dt

u
j∗,i,

(46)
where j∗ = arg min

1≤j≤Ni
(tcj,i + tuj,i), and ϕ is given by:

ϕ = Pr(tcj∗,i + tuj∗,i + tw < tcj,i + tuj,i|tcj∗,i = T cj∗,i, t
u
j∗,i = Tuj∗,i)

= 1−
∫ T∗

0

∫ T∗−tuj,i

0

fTc(t
c
j,i)dt

c
j,if

d
Tu(tuj,i)dt

u
j,i

= exp(−λciT ∗)
∫ T∗

0

eλ
c
i t
u
j,ifdTu(tuj,i)dt

u
j,i + 1− exp(

1− 2
D

BdT∗

γdi g
d
i

).

(47)

By combining Eq. (46) and Eq. (47), we can obtain the non-
forking probability in Eq. (19) since tcj,i and tuj,i of different
DLT nodes have identical distributions.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

First, the complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) F fai (t) of the FA block is derived as follows:

F fai (t) = Pr[ min
1≤j≤Ni

(tcj,i + tuj,i) ≥ t]

(a)
=
[
Pr(tcj,i + tuj,i ≥ t)

]N
=

[
1−

∫ t

0

∫ t−x

0

fTc(t
c)dtcfdTu(x)dx

]N
=

[
1− exp(

1− 2
D

Bdt

γdi g
d
i

) + e−λ
c
i t

∫ t

0

eλ
c
ixfdTu(x)dx

]N
,

(48)
where the second equation (a) holds since each DLT node
has identical distribution for tcj,i and tuj,i. Then, the average
competition latency Efai in one competition round is as
follows,

Efai = E

[
min

1≤j≤Ni
(tcj,i + tuj,i)

]
=

∫ Eai +t̄

Efci

F fai (t)dt, (49)

where the upper limit of the integral is to limit the computing
latency less than the average collecting latency Eai to avoid
data overflow, and the lower limit of the integral is given by
E
[
min(tcj,i + tuj,i)

]
≥ E

[
min(tcj,i)

]
= Efci .
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